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MAY 7, 2023 - SPECIAL STATEMENT: The Great Miracle and Great Sign of 
Garabandal, The Third Secret of Medjugorje Revealed: The Miraculous Sign, 
AND The Final Marian Apparition: The Royal Crowning of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary - By A Soul - MaryRefugeOfSouls

May 7, 2023
Month Dedicated to Our Holy Mother, Mary

Blessings dearly beloved ones,

I, "a soul", of this prophecy blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, would like to post the 
latest heavenly message to Catholic visionary, Luz de María de Bonilla, on May 3, 
2023.  However, because Our Holy Mother, Mary, speaks about an apparition 
involving herself, along with a description of a sign; I feel called to explain 
something significant in this special statement.

Dearest ones, in the May 3, 2023 message to Luz de Maria, Our Holy Mother is 
NOT speaking about the Great Miracle and Great Sign of Garabandal.  NOR is Our 
Holy Mother speaking about the Third Secret of Medjugorje, which is known to be 
some type of lasting, permanent, Miraculous Sign.  No, Our Holy Mother is NOT 
speaking about either of these Two future Great Gracious Gifts from Almighty 
God.

Rather, in the May 3, 2023 message, Our Holy Mother is reminding us about a 
Divine Promise that Her Beloved Son, Jesus Christ, made to 7th Messenger, Maria 
Divine Mercy, in the Book of Truth.  In two separate messages in 2014, both Jesus 
and His Blessed Mother spoke about a Final Marian Apparition that would take 
place at all the Church-approved major Marian apparition sites in the world.  
That Final Marian Apparition, witnessed by many chosen souls, will be very 
similar to the Marian apparition, at Knock, Ireland (1879), which was a silent 
eschatological apparition lasting about two hours.

Likewise, the Final Marian Apparition, revealed to both Maria Divine Mercy and 
Luz de Maria, will be a silent eschatological depiction.  The apparition will 
showcase the Royal Crowning of the Blessed Virgin, Mary, by the Holy Spirit, 
under the Invocation of Queen and Mother of the End Times, Mother of Salvation.  
She will appear as The Woman, Our Lady of the Apocalypse (Book of Revelation, 
Chapter 12), with the Sun behind Her head, the Moon beneath Her feet, kissing 
reverently the Crucifix of a Golden Rosary in Her hands.  The Crown of Thorns, 
entwined with Twelve Stars, will be placed upon Her head, recognizing Her role 
as Co-Redemptrix of mankind.  This Final Marian Apparition will last several 
hours, so many chosen people will be able to witness it.  However, there will be 
NO remaining lasting, supernatural Sign afterwards.  So, it is just a very special, 
final Marian apparition to strengthen the faithful believers, at the gravest 
moments of the foretold future world war.
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Regarding the Third Secret of Medjugorje, it involves a Great Miraculous Sign.  
It will be unveiled in the sky above Apparition Hill in Medjugorje, which is the 
place where the six Medjugorje visionaries first started receiving visions from 
Our Blessed Queen in June 1981.  Note, Medjugorje is located in the country of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in southeastern Europe.  We have also been given hints 
by the visionaries over the years about the Sign of Medjugorje – that the 
Miraculous Sign will be "permanent", "beautiful", and "indestructible".

The description of the Great Sign of Medjugorje has already been revealed to the 
world.  On November 23, 1991, both the Blessed Virgin Mary and the Holy Child 
Jesus provided a description of the Miraculous Sign to Australian visionary, 
Valentina Papagna.  Then, almost 29 years later, Heaven gave permission for her 
to disclose the Divine Secret on the Solemnity of the Transfiguration in August 
2020.  The Third Secret of Medjugorje involves the Blessed Virgin Mary and Our 
Lord, Jesus Christ, beneath an Illuminated Cross.  However, ONLY believers -- 
those who truly convert their lives back to God -- will have the special privilege of 
witnessing Jesus and His Holy Mother.  Unbelievers -- those with closed hearts -- 
will only see the Illuminated Cross, perhaps, as a type of unusual astronomical 
event and nothing more.  So, the Miraculous Sign of Medjugorje will be a Great 
Test of Faith for the whole world.

This unique grace associated with the Third Secret of Medjugorje (the special 
privilege given only to believers and not unbelievers of seeing the Blessed Mother 
and Jesus), is actually consistent with what Medjugorje visionary, Vicka, has 
remarked about the Sign of Medjugorje in different interviews.  For example, 
Vicka has said these words:

— "I’ll just say this: whoever does not believe without a sign will not believe with a 
sign.  And, I’ll tell you this too: woe to him who delays his conversion, waiting for 
the sign.  I once told you that many would come, and perhaps, even kneel before the 
sign, but will, nonetheless, not believe.  Be happy that you are not among them!"

— "I want to say about those people who will see it and not believe, the Madonna 
leaves everyone free to believe or not, but those are ones whose hearts are too 
closed.  It’s the same thing as the Madonna said to us, 'If one wants to go to Heaven, 
he will go to Heaven. If one wants to go to hell, he will go to hell.'  Those people who 
are far away from God and do not want to believe, they will not believe in the sign.  
For those who do not know God, but have good intentions and a desire to love, they 
will be benefited by the sign.  But I think that those who do everything against God, 
they will run away from the sign. They will not believe."

Vicka has also said that these are the words of the Blessed Mother about the Sign 
of Medjugorje:

—"She tells us not to wait for the sign on the mountain in order to convert, and in 
any event, 'all the secrets that I have confided will be realized and also the visible 
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sign will be made manifest.  When the sign comes, for many it will already be too 
late.'"

Regarding the Miracle of Garabandal, the Garabandal visionaries have publicly 
stated that the Great Miracle will be, "the greatest Miracle ever performed in the 
world by Our Lord, Jesus Christ".  The visionary, Conchita Gonzalez, has been 
entrusted to reveal to the world, the date of the Great Miracle eight (8) days in 
advance of the supernatural event.  It will take place in the sky above the village 
of Garabandal, Spain, as the surrounding mountainous terrain serves as a natural 
amphitheater.  All the sick and disabled persons who witness the mystical event 
will be miraculously healed.  Afterwards, a Great Sign will be miraculously left 
above the grove of trees, called the Pines, planted by the children in celebration 
of their First Communion, near the village.  It is said that the Sign of Garabandal 
will be supernatural, indestructible, and permanent, lasting until the end of 
times.

Dearest ones, as many of you are aware, I know exactly what are the Miracle and 
Sign of Garabandal.  In January 2017, Saint Gabriel Archangel revealed these two 
Divine Secrets to me, and on Pentecost 2020, I learned further details concerning 
the Great Sign from the Most Holy Trinity.  I actually wrote a recent commentary 
about the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal and how I believed that both great 
mystical events will happen during the six and a half weeks reprieve in the 
aftermath of the Great Warning of Garabandal, otherwise known as the 
Illumination of Conscience.  This is because during the six and a half weeks 
reprieve, satan and all the evil spirits will be fully locked up in hell, unable to 
tempt or intervene in any way with mankind living on the surface of the earth.  I 
also confirmed that "satan is terrified of the Sign" and that the Great Miracle will 
be viewable on televisions, computer screens, internet devices, etc, as it is taking 
place LIVE at Garabandal.  I also confirmed that the Great Miracle and Great Sign 
will take place at other chosen major Marian apparition sites in the world, as 
revealed to Catholic visionary, Luz de Maria, in different past heavenly messages.

Well, after I wrote that special commentary, Our Lord, Jesus Christ, directly spoke 
to me with even more extensive details about the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal.  
Jesus CONFIRMED that the Miracle of Garabandal will take place sometime 
during the six and a half weeks reprieve after the Great Warning.  Moreover, 
Jesus revealed to me something significant that people should know about the 
Sign of Garabandal.  Once the Great Miracle has concluded, there will be a short 
gap of time before people will witness the Great Sign.  Exactly thirty (30) minutes 
after witnessing the Great Miracle, God will then finally send the Great Sign to the 
earth.  People will notice a "cloud" descend from the sky towards the Pines.  The 
cloud will be suspended above the Pines for a moment, then the cloud will 
disappear, and in its place, will be the everlasting, spectacular, supernatural Sign 
of Garabandal.  God will also send the permanent Great Sign of Garabandal to the 
other chosen major Marian apparition sites -- the predetermined divinely selected 
sites where the Great Miracle of Garabandal has been witnessed.
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So, beloved ones, those are the things that I want to clarify for you all in this 
special statement.  Almighty God will be providing many supernatural "helps" for 
His precious children living during the days of the Great Tribulation, taking place 
after the Great Warning (Illumination of Conscience) has happened.  In 
particular, there will be THREE SEPARATE, special, grace-filled, MIRACULOUS 
Great Gifts given by the Paternal Heart of Almighty God.  In order to strengthen 
the faith for the lasting conversion of His precious children, and to help fulfill all 
of Heaven’s requests for the Great Transformation that must take place before the 
Glorious Era of Peace, the Universal Triumph of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 
promised at Fatima, Portugal (1917), can begin on earth.

In sum, those THREE Great Gracious Gifts from Papa God are:

(1) The Great Miracle and Great Sign of Garabandal;

(2) The Third Secret of Medjugorje Revealed: The Miraculous Sign; AND

(3) The Final Marian Apparition: The Royal Crowning of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, as Co-Redemptrix, Queen and Mother of Salvation, the End Times.

God bless you, my dearest brothers and sisters in Christ.

In Christ's Love,
a soul

REFERENCE:
THE GREAT MARIAN CROWNING -- THE FINAL MARIAN APPARITION AT ALL 
APPROVED MAJOR MARIAN APPARITION SITES IN THE WORLD

FROM THE BOOK OF TRUTH
(MARIA DIVINE MERCY)

“My Mother’s role as Co-Redemptrix will be well and truly understood at 
last”
Friday, January 24th, 2014 @ 20:19

My dearly beloved daughter, when My Mother makes one final appearance, at 
Marian apparition sites everywhere, you must know then that the world will turn 
and run to Me at last. It is through My beloved Mother that more souls are 
brought to Me. Her role has always been to serve Me for the good of man. And 
now, My Mother’s role, as Co-Redemptrix, will be well and truly understood at 
last.

I will give every soul the opportunity to witness My Powerful Intervention, so that 
I can convert them. Through conversion, I can save millions. The Promise of 
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Salvation was made by Me and fulfilled by My death on the Cross. Now, I will 
gather the souls I will draw to Me through this Mission and spread the Truth of 
My Word everywhere.

Those who were never given the Truth will be presented with it for the very first 
time. Those who were given the Truth, but who have forgotten it will be 
reminded of My Promise. Those who do know the Truth, but who have changed it 
in order to suit their own desires, will be reminded that there can only be one 
Truth.

I bring humanity the Truth at a time when their minds are confused, their souls 
torn with doubt – but I will ease their fears. Only I, Jesus Christ, their Saviour has 
the Power to intervene like this. Only I have the Power to bring them peace and 
deliver them the salvation, which rightly belongs to them.

All the strands of this Mission are being drawn together to form a pattern. Then, 
when the various parts are linked and fitted together, like the pieces of a jigsaw, 
when all the pieces begin to merge, the final picture will become clear. Then you 
will find My Presence everywhere – all of which is linked to every authentic holy 
mission granted to the world by My Father, until finally the whole Truth will 
become clear to everyone.

My Father promised that He would reveal to the world the Truth, through the 
Book of Truth, as foretold to the prophets Daniel and John the Evangelist. My 
Father brings you the Truth at this time now, but He does it piece by piece, little 
by little until the final part makes up the whole. Only then will the Book of Truth 
make sense. Only then will the final hurdles be overcome, when the majority of 
humanity will sing and rejoice in anticipation of My Second Coming. Only when 
My Mission is completed will the Great Day be announced to the world.

Go in peace and know that when you place all your trust in Me, that I can 
complete the final part of My Father’s Covenant and take you into the Realm of 
His Almighty Kingdom.

YOUR JESUS CHRIST

“Mother of Salvation: These apparitions will begin this Spring, as my Son has 
instructed”
Friday, January 24th, 2014 @ 20:05

My dear child, let it be known that I will make one more appearance at all the 
Marian grottos, which were approved by my Son’s Church, over the centuries.

I will make myself known in Sacred sites, which will include Lourdes, Fatima, La 
Salette and Guadalupe. I will also appear at Garabandal. These apparitions will 
begin this Spring, just as my Son has instructed.
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I will be seen, by chosen souls, with the sun behind my head. There will be 
twelve stars encircled and woven around the crown of thorns, which was 
worn by my Son during His Crucifixion, placed upon my head, as a sign for 
all to follow my example. My role is to lead all of God’s children along the Path 
of Truth and take them to my Son.

When these apparitions take place, there will be no doubt, especially amongst 
those who pay homage to me, that I speak the Truth when I say that soon the final 
Path, which will bring you to my Son, in these the end times, will be through the 
Book of Truth.

When you follow me, your Mother, I will take you and guide you towards my Son. 
My Son has promised many miracles, so that He can open your eyes to the 
prophecies He gave the world, through my own Mission. Many do not accept that 
I appeared at these special apparition sites and dismiss their importance in the 
salvation of souls.

When I appear one last time at these sites and present myself as the Mother of 
Salvation, you will know then that this Mission is my last and that all apparitions 
lead to this final one to bring the world the Salvation, which is the birthright of 
every single person.

Rejoice, for these days are close and when you hear of these things, then know 
that this prophecy, when fulfilled, could only have come from me, your beloved 
Mother, the Mother of Salvation, Mother of God.

YOUR BELOVED MOTHER
MOTHER OF SALVATION

MESSAGES TO LUZ DE MARIA
https://revelacionesmarianas.com/english.htm

MESSAGE (EXCERPT)
FROM THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
TO LUZ DE MARIA
MAY 3, 2023

You will look upon me in the firmament all over the earth!

DO NOT BE AFRAID OF BEING DECEIVED...

IT WILL BE I, YOUR MOTHER, WHO, IN SEARCH OF MY CHILDREN, CALL YOU IN 
ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.

The sign that I remain with the children of My Divine Son and so that they will 
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not be confused is:

I WILL BRING IN MY HAND A GOLDEN ROSARY AND KISS THE CRUCIFIX 
WITH GREAT REVERENCE. YOU WILL SEE ME CROWNED BY THE HOLY 
SPIRIT UNDER THE INVOCATION OF THE QUEEN AND MOTHER OF THE LAST 
TIMES.

This apparition of Mine will be given when the war is at its worst.

REFERENCE:
THE THIRD SECRET OF MEDJUGORJE REVEALED: THE MIRACULOUS SIGN OF 
MEDJUGORJE

HEAVENLY MESSAGES
AS GIVEN TO SEER, VALENTINA PAPAGNA
http://valentina-sydneyseer.com.au

(Source: http://valentina-sydneyseer.com.au/23-november-1991/)

NOTE (By a soul): It seems that Heaven indicated to release this information on 
August 6, 2020, Feast of the Transfiguration (almost 29 years later after the Secret 
was given to the chosen messenger, Valentina).

November 23, 1991

Preparation for the Sign to come from Heaven
(not previously published)

At eight o’clock this morning, when I said my prayers Blessed Mother Mary Most 
Holy and young Lord Jesus appeared to me.

They said, “We come to give you a message and to tell you that soon God will be 
giving a Sign to the whole world.”

Blessed Mother said, “This is the first Sign that we foretold in Medjugorje, for the 
whole world to see, and no one can deny it and say that it is not from God. No 
Science nor astronomers, no one can say that it is a planet or a star. It will be 
visible for the whole world to see it.”

She said, “Those who will come back to God, they will be very privileged to 
see Me and My Beloved Son, but I tell you also, for the ones who will not 
return to God, they will not see Me nor My Beloved Son. We will both stand 
beneath the Cross. Tell people to wake up from their sleep. There is not much 
time to sleep, only time to pray and pray.”

“Be prepared for when the Sign comes. This is a secret and is not to be revealed, 
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only when Heaven decides to reveal it. Be ready and prepare,” Blessed Mother 
said.

Blessed Mother Mary and our Lord Jesus were both very sad when they were 
telling me this. Our Blessed Mother wants people to be ready, to go to confession, 
to be in a state of Grace before the Sign is revealed and appears.

REFERENCE:
THE GREAT MIRACLE AND GREAT SIGN OF GARABANDAL

Holy Week, April 2023 – Special Commentary – The Miracle of Garabandal 
and Other Personal Insights – My Visitation with Saint Gabriel Archangel in 
January 2017 – By A Soul – MaryRefugeOfSouls
https://maryrefugeofsouls.com/2023/04/17/holy-week-april-2023-special-comment
ary-the-miracle-of-garabandal-and-other-personal-insights-my-visitation-with-sai
nt-gabriel-archangel-in-january-2017-by-a-soul-maryrefugeofsouls/

MESSAGES TO LUZ DE MARIA
https://revelacionesmarianas.com/english.htm

MESSAGE (EXCERPT)
FROM OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST
TO LUZ DE MARIA
APRIL 26, 2019

My beloveds, not all is pain for My children:

THE MIRACLE ALREADY ANNOUNCED AND THAT WILL OCCUR IN A SMALL 
TOWN IN EUROPE AND IN OTHER PLACES OF MARIAN APPARITIONS, AFTER 
THE WARNING, AS A SIGN OF OUR DIVINE AND PRODIGIOUS LOVE FOR 
HUMANITY AND SO THAT YOU WOULD HAVE THE CERTAINTY THAT MY LOVE 
AND THAT OF MY MOTHER ARE NOT EXHAUSTED.

BY DIVINE DECREE, THIS MIRACLE WILL ALSO BE GIVEN FOR MY CHILDREN OF 
THE AMERICAS ON THE HILL OF TEPEYAC, IN THE SANCTUARY OF MY MOTHER, 
UNDER THE INVOCATION OF OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE, EMPRESS OF THE 
AMERICAS, IN MEXICO, SINCE THERE IS A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MY 
MOTHER OF GUADALUPE WITH THE COMING OF MY ANGEL OF PEACE TO 
HUMANITY.

THE SICK WHO ARE PRESENT IN THE PLACE OF THE MIRACLE WILL BE 
HEALED, THE SOULS THAT BELIEVE IN THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THIS MIRACLE 
WILL RECEIVE GREAT BLESSINGS.

BEFORE SUCH A GREAT DEMONSTRATION OF MY LOVE, MY PEOPLE MUST 
REDOUBLE THEIR PRAYERS, THE PRACTICE OF MY LOVE AND THE 
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DISSEMINATION OF THE CALLS OF MY HOUSE, SINCE THE ENEMY OF THE SOUL 
IS HOLDING TO HIS OBJECTIVE: STEALING SOULS.

MESSAGE (EXCERPT)
FROM SAINT MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL
TO LUZ DE MARIA
APRIL 30, 2019

Divine Love has revealed to you Its great Mercy by means of the “Miracle for the 
Americas”: remain in peace, faith is indispensable. Our King and Lord Jesus 
Christ has given His Prophet the date for it in order to announce it beforehand, 
and so that those who can do so may go, since conditions will not be those of now, 
but faith must flourish in order to be healed, as must repentance of evils 
committed.

MESSAGE (EXCERPT)
FROM THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
TO LUZ DE MARIA
JULY 11, 2020

Do not fear, My children, you will know the GREAT MIRACLE; you will see the 
result of Faith fulfilled in San Sebastián de Garabandal, shared with My 
Sanctuary in Fatima, My Sanctuary of Guadalupe in Mexico, in Zaragoza in My 
Sanctuary of the Basilica del Pilar and those places where I have made myself 
present and where I truly continue to make myself present on Earth. I have asked 
My Son for the blessing of souls throughout the world, as the GREAT MIRACLE 
WILL BE SO THAT PEOPLE WOULD CONVERT.

My children will want to travel to these Sanctuaries, even if it will be difficult for 
them. Those who see it [the Great Miracle] and those who live it worthily within 
themselves will know that God protects them, and fear will leave these children 
of mine.


